The PSP Notes are a series of documents providing advice to key stakeholders and organisations responsible
for preparing precinct structure plans. These are expected to be updated from time to time. This document
represents current thinking about planning for biodiversity in growth areas.
In all precinct structure plans, the assessment, protection and management of biodiversity values should be
considered in the context of the surrounding and long term urban development. Where biodiversity values need
to be retained within the precinct, the aim should be to incorporate these into open space networks (both public
accessible spaces and nature reserves) where appropriate. These areas should be managed to assist with long
term viability.

Policy and legislative context
The primary goal for conserving native
vegetation in Victoria is ‘to achieve a reversal,
across the entire landscape, of the long-term
decline in the extent and quality of native
vegetation, leading to a ‘Net Gain’. Protecting
the environment for future generations is also
one of the government’s top ten goals listed in
Growing Victoria Together.
Melbourne 2030 aims to ‘protect native habitat
and areas of important biodiversity through
appropriate land-use planning’.
Clause 15.09 of the Victoria Planning Provisions
notes that:

••
••
••

Planning authorities should have regard to
The National Strategy for the Conservation of
Australia’s Biological Diversity;
Planning and responsible authorities must
have regard to Victoria’s Native Vegetation
Management – A Framework for Action; and
Planning and responsible authorities must
ensure that any changes in land use or
development would not adversely affect
matters of national environmental significance
including wetland wildlife habitats
designated under the Convention on Wetlands
of International Importance (the Ramsar
Convention).

Biodiversity conservation is implemented by
the Commonwealth through the Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) and administered by the Australian
Government Department of Environment,
Water, Heritage and the Arts (DEWHA). Matters
of national environmental significance to be
protected in the Urban Growth Zone include:

••

Threatened ecological communities and
threatened species
•• Migratory birds
•• Wetlands of international importance (Ramsar
listed wetlands)
To maximize positive environmental and
planning outcomes the requirements of the
EPBC Act should be taken into account during
the entire precinct structure planning process.
The Strategic Assessment of 2009 provides
a context for conditional approval under the
EPBC Act for protection of matters of national
environmental significance through rigorous
assessment under the precinct structure plan
development requirements.
The Program to be endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) for the Urban Growth
Boundary may specify prescriptions for
treatment of matters of national environmental
significance. Where prescriptions are specified
in the Program these must be followed. Where
treatments are not defined, appropriate
approvals must be obtained separately from the
Commonwealth.

Approach to integrating biodiversity requirements
Native vegetation framework

A standard approach to integrating biodiversity
requirements into the precinct structure planning
process is set out in the following table.
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Growth Areas Authority

PREPLANNING
SET
THE SCENE

•• Facilitates production of biodiversity (fl
(flora,
ora, fauna and

• • If the Program endorsed in the Strategic Assessment
(2009) is applicable and proposed actions under the
precinct structure plans can satisfy the Program’s
conditions /prescriptions, no further involvement of
DEWHA is required
• • Where the Program endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) is not applicable, DEWHA is
consulted

• • Facilitates involvement of DSE in production and testing

• • If the Program endorsed in the Strategic Assessment
(2009) is applicable, DSE considers matters of NES on
behalf of DEWHA
•• Where the Program endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) is not applicable, DEWHA is
involved in the precinct structure plan planning
process to develop new prescriptions

habitat hectare) assessments
• • Facilitates production of biodiversity statement as part of
Strategic Context
• • Facilitates DSE involvement
• • Facilitates DEWHA involvement where necessary

of urban structure
• • Facilitates consideration of biodiversity management
options, including incorporation into open space network
where possible
• • Facilitates DEWHA involvement where necessary

refinement
• • Facilitates refi
nement of precinct structure plan
• • Facilitates production of biodiversity outputs, i.e.

biodiversity plan, draft native vegetation precinct plan,
precinct structure plan implementation provisions and
conservation management plan (where needed)

efficiency
• • Tests impact of biodiversity retention on land effi
ciency
• • Finalises biodiversity plan, native vegetation precinct

plan, precinct structure plan implementation provisions
and conservation management plan

•• If the Program endorsed in the Strategic Assessment
(2009) is applicable, DSE considers matters of NES on
behalf of DEWHA
• • Where the Program endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) is not applicable, appropriate
approvals or new prescriptions are obtained separately
from the Commonwealth
•• If the Program endorsed in the Strategic Assessment
(2009) is applicable, DSE considers matters of NES on
behalf of DEWHA
• • Where the Program endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) is not applicable, appropriate
approvals are obtained from the Commonwealth

•• Exhibits precinct structure plan and native vegetation
• • Minister for the Environment approves native vegetation
precinct plan

precinct plan
• • Panel may be appointed to consider submissions to
precinct structure plan and native vegetation precinct plan
• • Minister approves planning scheme amendment, including
precinct structure plan and native vegetation precinct plan
• • Once approved, native vegetation precinct plan is
incorporated at clause 52.16 and no permit required for
consistent works

• • Where the Program endorsed in the Strategic
Assessment (2009) is not applicable, appropriate
approvals are obtained from the Commonwealth.
• • A biannual third party audit will assess the
effectiveness
eff
ectiveness of implementation of the endorsed
Program to protect matters of NES
•• Follow up action as required

APPROVAL/
INCORPORATION

The Biodiversity Precinct Planning Kit assists Councils,
developers and consultants in the preparation of
biodiversity background reports and biodiversity
components for precinct structure planning. It
identifies
identifi
es the information required by DSE and ensures
sufficiently
assessment of biodiversity values is suffi
ciently
detailed and of a standard that enables resultant
documents (including Strategic Context (Biodiversity),
Biodiversity Plan, Native Vegetation Precinct Plan
and associated planning tools) to be prepared as
part of the Precinct Structure Plan. The Kit has been
developed by DSE and endorsed by DPCD and GAA.

•• Informs land effi
efficiency
ciency testing
• • Informs fifinalisation
nalisation of biodiversity outputs

• • Where appropriate GAA maps biodiversity values
identifies
and identifi
es any matters of national environmental
significance.
signifi
cance.

CHECK
THE PLAN

Approach to integrating biodiversity requirements

refinements
• • Considers how refi
nements to precinct structure plan
impact on native vegetation and protected fauna
• • Seeks agreement about precise boundary and
management of retained biodiversity areas
• • Informs production of biodiversity outputs

discusses retntion/ off
offset
set with DSE
• • GAA develops project plan

MAKE
THE PLACE

These biodiversity and native vegetation frameworks
operate within the objectives of Melbourne 2030,
so the task for managing biodiversity in precinct
structure plans is to protect and manage biodiversity
values whilst enabling urban development.

• • Recommends options for protection and management in
urban context including incorporation into open space
network where appropriate
•• Develop prescriptions for matters of NES not included in
Strategic Assessment (2009), in consultation with DEWHA
• • Seeks agreement in principle to avoid/ minimise/
offset
off
set and manage native vegetation and about need
to retain flflora
ora and fauna habitats in line with Flora &
Fauna Guarantee Act and Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act

• • Where appropriate GAA maps biodiversity values and

CREATE
THE STRUCTURE

In the context of precinct structure planning this
three-step approach is dealt with by a native
vegetation precinct plan (NVPP) (See Clause 52.16
of Victoria Planning Provisions.). The NVPP will form
part of the implementation provisions of the precinct
structure plan, and it will set out the native vegetation
to be retained and the vegetation to be removed
as a result of the precinct structure plan, including
mechanisms for off
offsetting
setting any losses. In some cases
reflect
this will refl
ect decisions made in the location of the
urban growth boundary.

CREATE
THE STRUCTURE

Identify appropriate off
offset
set options.
options.

MAKE
THE PLACE

3.

(flora,
• • Reviews biodiversity (fl
ora, fauna and habitat hectare)
assessments
• • Reviews biodiversity statement as part of Strategic
Context
Identifies
Significance
•• Identifi
es matters of National Environmental Signifi
cance
(NES) and considers involvement of DEWHA (if new
prescriptions for matter of NES required)

COMMONWEALTH DEPARTMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT,
WATER, HERITAGE AND THE ARTS (DEWHA)

SET
THE SCENE

2.		If
minimise
2.
If impacts cannot be avoided, to minimise
impacts through appropriate consideration in
planning processes and expert input to project
design or management.

• • Reviews project plan
pre-planning
work
• • Informs native vegetation and
fauna pre-planning
work

CHECK
THE PLAN

To avoid
avoid adverse
adverse impacts,
impacts, particularly
particularly through
through 		
vegetation clearance.

APPROVAL/
INCORPORATION

1.

PLANNING AUTHORITY
GAA/COUNCIL

PREPLANNING

The Native Vegetation Framework requires a three
step approach to applying Net Gain:

DEPARTMENT OF SUSTAINABILITY AND
ENVIRONMENT (DSE)

Program,
Note: All references to the Program mean the endorsed Pro
ogram, and the actions or classes of actions approved in accordance with it under the strategic assessment process in Part 10 of the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
PrecinctStructure
StructurePlanning
PlanningGuidelines
Guidelines--PSP
Precinct
PSP NOTES - Biodiversity Management
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